
Self-Proclaimed Child Killer, John Mark Karr, Is Lying, Claims 
World-Renowned Body Language Expert!

 
WASHINGTON, DC—August 21, 2006—The police arrested a man in connection with the 1996 murder of 
six-year-old Boulder, Colorado beauty queen, JonBenet Ramsey, but Body Language & Detecting Deception 
Expert, Janine Driver, aka the Lyin’ Tamer, says,“Do not breathe a sigh of relief just yet!”

Despite Karr facing charges of first-degree murder, kidnapping and sexual assault, Driver says, “...his 
passive and open body language screams complacency. It’s as if Karr is a marionette and is saying and 
acting how he thinks the “real killer” of JonBenet would behave.”   

On Driver’s website, www.lyintamer.com, she has posted her potentially controversial and in-depth analysis 
of Karr’s body language and deception “hot spots” from his surprising and chilling press conference. 
Those “hot spots” include such things as using the incorrect tense when talking about JonBenet, i.e. “I love 
JonBenet and she died accidentally.” “Love” is in the current tense. According to Driver, Karr should have 
said “I loved JonBenet…” She goes on to explain, “Often times, liars will mix up their tenses when they are 
creating a story,”  referencing the testimony of the notorious Susan Smith as an example.

Another “hot spot” piquing Driver’s attention is when a reporter asked Karr, “Were you playing with her? 
What happened?” According to Driver, Karr exemplified deceit when his right shoulder moved up slightly 
in a shoulder shrug upon answering with, “Um, her death was an accident.” “A shoulder shrug indicates 
uncertainty and when it appears alongside a definite statement, the statement itself is a lie,” says Driver. 

Within her article, she includes a short list of deception detection rules of thumb, such as:

•     A single word, phrase or action does not indicate if someone is lying; look for clusters of signs or   
      signals that indicate possible deception (generally, a minimum of three signs);

•     One indicator can occur by chance, but more than one and you have yourself a “hot spot.” 

Driver concludes her assessment with the following statement, “In an ideal world, we would have a 
baseline for Karr’s “normal” behavior, i.e. his everyday mannerisms, voice tone & pitch, posture & stance, 
and direction of his eyes when seeking information. Nevertheless, the above deception indicators 
collectively reveal a major ‘hot spot’ and scream ‘LIAR!’”*

Janine Driver, Lyin’ Tamer (www.lyintamer.com), is a body language & detecting deception expert, author, 
speaker, and radio personality. Janine offers her signature training to political advisors, law enforcement 
officials, attorneys, judges, and professionals in the medical and sales industries.  Janine can be contacted 
at 202-271-0922 or via e-mail at press@lyintamer.com.
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